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alan kane: ‘trove’

march 1 - 26, 2011

opening reception: 
march 1, 6 - 8 pm

ancient & modern, london presents two adjoining exhibitions sharing 
the medium of photography at martos gallery during march 2011.

the British artist alan kane described himself recently as ‘a conceptual 
artist working in the field of still life, the nude and landscape’. his 
diverse practice often takes cues from forms of display familiar to us. 
From yard sales, village halls and the living room, kane’s work 
coalesces around joining the discovery of art experiences to the 
production and presentation of them. 

here kane presents two new installations: Jehu’s (2010), a site-
specific window installation facing 29th Street, which emanates from the 
more pastoral origins of a South Wales post office; and disarrays, a 
sculpture comprised of six-hundred c-type photographs. 

alan kane was born in nottingham, Uk in 1961. he lives and works in 
london. recent solo exhibitions include vanitas vanitatum omnia 
vanitas, london college of Fashion 2010, artangley/Jerwood open 
commission for channel 4 television (2009), disarrays at ancient & 
modern, london (2009) and the Stratford hoard, art on the 
Underground, Stratford Station, london (2008). in collaboration with 
Jeremy deller, kane curated Folk archive: contemporary popular art 
from the Uk, which has toured internationally since 2005. kane’s work 
is in the collections at tate Britain and the victoria and albert museum 
in london, and is part of the Frac collection in reims, France. in march 
this year, he shows at the hayward, Southbank centre, london, in a 
group exhibition ‘the royal Family’ and makes a collaborative exhibition 
with Simon periton at Sadie coles hQ, london.�

image: alan kane, Jehu’s (2010) (detail), 2011, 44 unique ‘c’ type photographs , 87” x 67”/220 x 170 cm  

   



BACK

‘JUSt photography’

march 1 - 26, 2011

opening reception: 
march 1, 6 - 8 pm

ketUta alexi-meSkhiShvili, tim Braden, Bianca BrUnner, hUgo 
canoilaS, ernSt caramelle, loUrdeS caStro, raphael danke, Jane 
england, JaSon evanS, adam gillam, ilana halperin, anne hardy, 
raphael heFti, alex heim, JeSSica mallock, andreW mania, rUdolF 
polanSzky, Sam porritt, dan reeS, Sophy rickett, karin rUggaBer, 
monika SchWitte, lindSay SeerS, miroSlav tichy, li yUan-chia. 

‘Just photography’ brings together a cross-generational gathering of 
artists from europe for whom photography exists either as dominant 
practice or a more casual endeavour made from the 1980s to the present 
day. through their various formal, conceptual or performative 
experiments, the photographs seem historically to be ambiguously 
located in time and as images remain contingent, as proposals even, 
while acknowledging the multifarious and often agonised way in which 
photographs become mounted, framed and displayed.

For further information please contact the gallery at 212.560.0670, 
info@martosgallery.com, or visit www.martosgallery.com.�

image: li yuan-chia, Untitled, 1993, hand-colored black and white photograph, 9” x 7”/23.5 x 19.5cm


